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Imparting quality education has become an important objective of educational institutes in this highly competitive era. The availability of various educational tools and knowledge, skill inculcation and development, and a holistic approach towards education have put a high incentive for teaching and learning aimed at personal development. Providing quality education to all at minimal cost is a major concern of developing countries. Therefore, quality and excellence should be the vision of every higher education institution. In recent years the educational institute is hailed as the Centre for many activities - socio economic, political and cultural reformations. Institutional excellence in higher education is the cumulative index of best practices. Our institution offers various courses for the students under a single roof so that we provide education to maximum number of students. We provide counselling and arrange different seminars about career guidance for the students which help them to choose a proper course according to their interest for their bright future. Our institution always focuses on the betterment and encouragement of students by providing various facilities after admission so that they have proper exposure to employment and entrepreneurs. Our institution welcomes learners in every field for the progress of our area by adopting Education to all. The National Cadet Corps (NCC) and NSS are youth organisations providing overall development of the youth by conducting various activities which instill a sense of patriotism, discipline, duty, commitment, dedication, moral values and secular ideas which is utmost important for Nation building. We enhance their leadership skills, develop character and comradeship by selecting class representatives and general secretaries. Student council committee is headed by students under guidance of faculties and organises events with new ideas with proper planning and coordination. This helps them to enhance their qualities and personality. Our Annual Function SAKSHAM is one of the successful events held by them. We at VIVA College give special emphasis on training for adventure activities as well as indoor and outdoor games which build qualities like team work, leadership, discipline etc. The VSC, NCC, NSS and DLLE units of our college are very active. They have participated in NRD and SRD parades and various other camps at state and national level. They have been playing a stellar role in inspiring young boys and girls and moulding them into responsible citizens. We motivate and emphasize the youth to always be available for service to the community and Nation. Our college organizes Seminars, workshops, Career Guidance lectures on different Competitive exams such as MPSC, UPSC, Banking sector, which helps students to upgrade their knowledge and uplift them towards their goal.
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